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To , 

The Modi Ji, 

PM Of India  

 

My name is Vikas Kaushik, I am also a member of BJP. Under the membership ship no- 

1000403824, Dated – 01/11/14 

 

What happened in politics in Delhi saddened not only me but also crores of Indians like 

me.  No food was prepared in several homes. 

I travel from Ghaziabad by train to New Delhi in Karol Bagh in service of Indians and 

travel back by train in the evening. 

As I was travelling back to Ghaziabad. I saw many a disappointed face. Everyone was 

very sad, No one talking to each other, I observed such type of silence for the first time 

in the train. Phones were arriving from all quarters of the country that what have you 

got done, I did not have answer. When I reached home there was a sad mood prevailing 

in my home too. 

Nobody was able to say anything to anybody. 

Who so ever met my on the way said the same thing what I had got done. 

It should not have been like this. Where are the devoted workers of B.J.P gone? Who 

used to propagate door to door and from one area to another area. 

 

Where has the shining and enthusiastic face of Modi Ji gone? Where has the lion like 

roar gone? Where are the slogans which started on seeing Modi Ji- Modi, Modi, Modi, 

Modi Ji  used to speak less but the audience shouted his name more Modi Modi Modi. 

Where is the crowd of people who used to descend on hearing Modi’s lectures. Why did 

all this happen? How did all this happen in such a short time? 
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Where has that personality disappeared which had brought about such a big voting 

bank. 

Whatever I gather from people’s talk or whatever intelligence I have according to  that 

the population of Delhi did not vote for Modi Ji because all the parliamentarians whom 

the population had passed in the loksabha election. They had not enquired the well – 

being of the Delhi public.  

The whole country voted for Modi and his clean image. The common people voted for 

Modi because he takes tough decisions. 

If  Modi is hard working then his soldiers would also be hard working but your seven 

soldiers spoiled your clean image. Because of which the Modi govt. had to see this day. 

Now nobody knows B.J.P. Everybody knows Modi Sarkar. Because your slogan was “this 

time Modi Sarkar”. “Good days will come”. “Achche din aayenge”. Your seven soldier 

who had passed exam of Delhi public. They did not meet the poor people of their 

constituency. If soldier does not canvass his area. Then somebody or other will loot the 

area. That happened in Delhi poll.  

If your seven soldiers (Seven M.P) had canvassed their constituency, met the people 

there, talked to them about their problems, then things would not have turned out so 

what they have come to now 

You started the cleanliness campaign with the broom. Did your ministers do so in their 

area and encouraged the people to take up the broom. 

Your ministers are aware of the problem. But nobody took heed, that’s why the 

common man did not pay attention to Modi Sarkar. 

The public had great belief that things would not be like before but your minister did 

what the last govt. did. The public did not observe any difference.  

1. The reason for failure in Delhi. 

 

2. Inflation  
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3. The weakness of Modi govt. 

 

4. Why is not there progress in the area. 

 

5. Some question from Modi ji. 

 

6. On what area should the railway minister concentrate. 

 

7. How will the girl child get educated. 

 

8. How can corruption be reined. 

 

9. Types of corruption. 

 

10.    How can make the country prosperous. 

 

11.    A polite request to every citizen of India. 

 

12.    The biggest reason of frauds and corruption. 

 

13.    The educational qualification of ministers. 
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The public says that there is no difference between the ministers of congress as well as 

these of the Modi Sarkar. 

That’s why the public set out to search something new. 

Now the public forgets the Modi Sarkar and bring AAP. 

Your minister did not pay heed to the poor they did not go to meet any one. If you will 

not mingle with the public. How will it remember you. The workers of AAP had set out 

on their tasks immediately after the loksabha polls. 

 During the election campaign they met only the poor. Groups of 10-20 went past the 

same area in the same day and met the people in the night too. 

Not even a single worker of the Modi Sarkar went among the poor or the rich. Nor was 

there any election campaign seen with the exception the of Modi’s rally. 

Not to remain in contact with the public and work for it, bacame the reason of defeat of 

the Modi Sarkar. 
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The reason for failure in Delhi :- 

1. Not to remain in contact with the public and not to work in favor of the public 

became the reason of failure of party. 

2. To provide tickets to out siders. 

3. Not pre-announce the candidate. 

4. Lack of consensus in the party 

5. Lack of knowledge about the chief ministerial candidate till the last moment. If 

the public does not know then how can it trust. When a party worker does not 

know who is the chief ministerial candidate, how can he go in the midst the public 

and work hard. 
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INFLATION :-                      30-35 Rupees Kg potato 

35/- Rupees kg sugar 

40/- Rupees kg tomatoes and other vegetables 

100/- Rupees kg - Daal 

40/- Rupees kg – Rice 

30/- Rupees kg – Aatta 

48/- Rupees kg – Milk 

Besides this the expenses of house rent, electric bill, Water bill, Medicines bill and child 

expenses. 

This kind of inflation prevailed during the congress rule. The public used to hear in 

Modi’s speech that he will eradicate   poverty. How can poverty get eradicated? 

There were lakhs of schemes run by the congress govt. for the poor. Then also the 

poverty of the poor could not be eradicated. 

Modi govt. arrived and gave the slogan “sabka sath sabka vikas”. Then also poverty 

could not get eradicated. No body under stands, How can poverty be eradicated. 

An a poor labourer who earns 100/-, 200/-, 500/- rupees daily. There are some 

labourers who sit idle the whole day on the road side (chowk) and return home empty 

handed. 

How can the poverty of these people be eradicated? If they get their daily requirement 

of food, clothing, footwear, will their poverty be eradicated. 

He gets his child admitted in a good school. He also gets an opportunity to live. He also 

gets respect. Then only will get “Sabka sath sabka vikas” be possible with every body’s 
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support and every body’s development. A 100/- to 500/- rupees earner would buy food, 

clothing and the requirements of his child or what more could he buy. 

Has the Modi Sarkar thought about these poor people. This is the same public which 

makes a govt (sarkar) or unmakes it. Somebody who is getting mouth full to eat is not 

concerned with any one, nor does he go out to vote. If these people had gone out to 

vote then Modi Sarkar would not have won just three seats in Delhi during vidhansabha 

election.. 

That poor public which is hardly concerned about OBAMA. He is not concerned about 

foreign policy. He is not aware of govt. plans, Nor does he want to know about them. 

Because neither does he read news paper nor does he get the time to hear the radio. He 

does not have T.V too. He is only in the search a mouth full to feed his children. That I 

take at least that much food which shall enable the children a full – square meal. 

Until the poor get mouth full to eat they will not vote. Modi govt. is supposed to 

understand that potatoes, rice. Flour (ATTA) and vegetables need to be affordable. 

when can the poor have his stomach fill, then the poor can sleep peacefully with his 

children. 

There after will be – Sabka sath sabka vikas. 

Most of the Indian public is poor. It is not concerned with whether the price of petrol 

goes up or down because he goes on foot. He has neither car nor motorbike. People 

who have all means of life go on a picnic on the election day. 

Modi govt. got every body’s support but Modi govt. did not think about every body’s 

development. Modi Sarkar did not think about the poor man’s development. That’s  why 

the poor did not think about Modi Sarkar and brought in AAP in Delhi. 

There are most educated and experienced person in the Modi Sarkar. But they have not 

used their experience. They also don’t know the price of rice, vegetables, Atta Pulses 

and milk. 

I did not observe any difference between the ministers of congress and Modi Sarkar. 

How  ?  
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Example =  Once Mr. P.Chidambram commented that  an Indian does not realize 

inflation when he opens a             bottle of bisleri. Today there is a rise by one rupees 

and he feels the expense. Someone should ask Mr. Chidambram that   a poor labour 

who can earn only 100/- to 500/- rupees per day cannot think of drinking Bisleri. 

If the Modi Sarkar’s ministers were aware of the poverty of poor, then rice, pulses, atta, 

sugar, milk and vegetables would not be selling so expensively.  

After witnessing all this Indian public is searching for newer solutions.  

The public has given up faith on Modi Sarkar of which Delhi is a live example (AAP) 
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Modi Sarkar’s Weaknesses :- 

1.  Lack of deserving candidates. 

2. To provide tickets to out siders. 

3. Not to declare chief ministerial candidate. 

4. Collision with in the party ( Lack of unity of thoughts) 

5. Lack of knowledge on part of the public about the leader of the party.  

6. Nonsensical claims by BABAS and SADHVIS. 

7. After wining elections, disappearance of Modi ji from tv. and newspapers. 

8. Arguments related to love-jehad and hindu. Muslim Non-compliance of ceasefire 

by Pakistan. Repeated terrorist attack on Kashmir.  

9. Not giving a suitable reply to Pakistan and China. 

If the public is not aware then how can the public have faith. If party workers don’t have 

knowledge about leader/ C.M candidate. Then how can they campaign about him or the 

party. 
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Why is not there progress in area :- 

Example :- The name of general V.K Singh was proposed from Ghaziabad. Only a few 

days ago. Is there a paucity of members within the party.  That they have to look out for 

members out side the party. 

General V.K.Singh is aware of the problems affecting the people of the place he belongs 

to. He is well acquainted with nooks & corners of his birth place. 

A person will know very well about the existence of roads, hospitals, Schools whether 

they are there or not. Where is a need of employment? How can V.K.Singh be aware of 

the broken roads, blocked drains and dividers and concerns of Ghaziabad’s public. 

How many villages, blocks and wards exist in Ghaziabad? 

Which village does not have a school and which area lacks a hospital. He is hardly aware 

of it.  

If V.K.Singh is not aware of anything then how will it be Sabka sath sabka vikas possible? 

Those streets where people which took V.K.Singh and his family members, met 10-20 

people on the way and inquired about their problems. 

But the tragedy of today is that V.K.Singh does not know the way to those streets. So 

how can he solve their problems. 
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After winning the election, how many times has V.K.Singh visited Ghaziabad and how 

many people has he met. Nobody knows.  

The road which was broken before the election are further dilapidated the drains which 

were blocked on the main bazaar, are still blocked till date. The shopkeepers have 

captured the drain also.  

It is tragic that all ministers and mayor hail from B.J.P for age. But they have been 

lacking development. How can the public vote for them next time. 

Example: - 2. 

Hemamalini was made to fight from Mathura. She won from there in the name of Modi. 

 It is tragic that Hemamalini is not aware of the culture of Mathura.  She does not know 

about the roads of Mathura and what are the problems affecting the people of 

Mathura. 

When she does not know anything then how can she full fill “Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas”. 

She can not go on foot 10 minutes also. She can not walk in the sun. How can she walk 

with the poor. How can she win the trust of poor. 

How many time has she visited Mathura or met the people after winning. How many 

people has she got rid of problems. How can we bring about “Sabka sath sabka vikas”.  

It is because of this that a local party worker does not get proper support and he backs 

off. Again the Delhi chapter will repeated during next elections. 

Modi rath roamed through each and every lane and area. That rath (chariot) was not 

seen any where after loksabha election, where is the Namo – Tea stall disappeared, 

Which served people tea. Where are those workers who went to door to door to make 

members of the party. 

If  this had continued. Then there would have been a majority in Maharashtra, 

Jharkhand and Haryana. Such a position would not have come in Delhi also. (Only three  

seats) Because what appears is what sells.  
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In lok sabha election only Namo – Tea, Namo rath and 4-5 Rallies of Modi ji and the 

surging crowds were witnessed. 

As a result. The Modi Sarkar came with such a large majority. If even one worker had 

done so much in Delhi, then Delhi would not have fallen to this. 

Request :-   I have a request to you Modi ji that elections are approaching in U.P and 

Bihar. If you want majority there then declare your C.M candidate. So that  people come 

to know him and party workers work towards meeting the people in their own  

constitutuences. They get involved in holding small Jansabhas. 

Apart from B.J.P all other parties have a C.M candidate. Because of its lack in B.J.P it 

creates doubt in the mind of public about B.J.P. 

The Delhi chapter is not repeated in U.P and Bihar please instruct your worker to visit 

their constituency and start public consciousness and awareness in all wards and 

localities. 

 

Modi ji kindly do the needful that all the poor people get to eat peacefully. Instead of 

paying more attention on export. There is a need to reduce the pries of Atta, Rice, 

Vegetables, Milk and Oil. 

Then only the citizen of india will walk hand in hand with Modi Sarkar. 

Give order to your ministers to visit their constituencies at least once a monthe, hold 

janta darbar there, hear the problems of public and try to remove them. Otherwise it 

will be difficult for Modi Sarkar to run successfully. 

Those ministers who create prejudices on the basis of realign, caste and because of 

differences between Hindu and Muslim, should be expelled from the party.    
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Some question from Modi Ji :- 

On the basis of being citizen of India and a member of the B.J.P.  I would like to question 

Modi ji. 

Modi ji made a point in his speech that he was a tea seller and he has witnessed 

poverty. 

If you had been a tea seller, then why did not you think about removing the poverty of a 

tea seller and ordinary poor men? 

By thinking from this point of view that he get mouth full to eat in peace. 

A poor man who sits polishing shoes in heat and cold the entire day.  Why was not it 

thought to relieve his poverty and help him afford food essentials ( like dal, rice, milk 

and sugar) 

What does a cobbler earn in a single day? How can he offer 30/--35/- rupees kg 

potatoes, 35/- rupees kg sugar and 48/- rupees kg milk etc. 

How can he pay the electric bill? How can he get his children educated? Have you got a 

reply. If you had witnessed poverty. You must have seen a daily labourer in search of 

employment on daily basis. 

What have you thought about removing that poverty? 

You said that my mother cleaned utensils in people’s homes, What have you thought for 

those mothers and sisters who make a living by cleaning utensils in people’s homes and 

mopping. How can you resolve their problems of poverty or how can will they get  

square meals. 

You said I am coming in your midst as a servant. If you have witnessed poverty then 

what kind of service is this that the poor public think several times before buying 1 kg 

potatoes and milk. 
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On what area should the rail minister concentrate :- 

Your rail minister increase the rail fare during 1st budget. You know that a poor man 

stands in a 4-5 hours on the rail way platform. Then he gets a space to board the train. If 

your minister had increased the fare. He should have increase the fare of Rajdhani, 

Shatabdi A.C and Malgari trains. 

By increasing the rail fare of sleeper, general class and monthly pass. Your ministers 

made fun of the poor. You and your minister did not understand the poverty of the poor 

man. 

Have you asked the rail minister wether he has gone to the railway platform. The train 

gets late, gets cancelled, then the public Stand on the platform day and night long. What 

does it feel, there are no toilet and food facilities on the platform. 

Take into consideration the case of New Delhi:- 

There are food and toilet facilities on the 1st and 10th platform. 

There are no such facilities on the rest of the platform. There are small children and 

heavy luggage along with the poor people. In such condition the males relieve himself 

on the railway track, but where should the females go? I need an answer to this. 

I have a request that there should be toilet and food facilities on each platform of the 

country. If the poor gentry get all the facilities, then there would be, “Sabka Sath Sabka 

Vikas”. 

Has your rail minister ever travelled in an EMU train? Does the rail minister know what 

are the problems linked to passengers travelling by EMU. 

The passenger board the EMU train from Delhi to Aligarh or Palwal. There is extra- 

ordinary crowd in the compartment.  

There is no arrangement for women security. There are males in female compartment. 

If any passenger wants to use the toilet then where should he go?  There is no toilet in 

EMU. 

The people suffering from diabetes and prostrate suffer a lot.  
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The thought of having a toilet in EMU train never entered a minister’s mind.  

How can such thoughts come?  As such a minister never used an EMU train, when a 

minister tread on such thorny path, then how can minister get to know the pain caused 

by thorns. 

There should be toilet and food facilities on each platform of the country. 

There is a lot of dirt in and around the railway station. If we can resolve this problems 

only then there can be “Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas”. 

If a train gets delayed or cancelled, then there should be a facilities that it gets started at 

the right time. 

For Example :- 

If a train set out from new Delhi. If it is delayed by 6-8 hours then there should be a 

facilities to start the train from New Delhi station or any other station at correct time. 

Due to delay of train how many students miss their exam and how many patients suffer.  

“if India follows time schedule then only can India progress.” 
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How will the girl child get educated :-                           

There is a new campaign “save the girl child, educate the girl child”. 

Are all your minister working on this campaign. Have your minister any plan to establish 

Rajkiya Balika Vidyalaya in every city. 

Have your minister prepared any plan to make better education and health facilities 

available to poor girl child. The previous govt. had also made several plans but no work 

was implemented on any plan. 

That’s why every poor has lost faith on all govt. But a poor tea seller renewed hope 

among the poor people. 

If you have witnessed poverty, then what kind of work have you and your minister 

initiated in the area of education and health. 

A country will progress if the poor progress. 

A farmer progress only then a nation progress. 

Request :- I request your ministers and MLA to visit their constituency and to develop 

relations with masses and redress their problems. They should make their day to day 

progress public online. 

If  Modi Sarkar wants to win in U.P and Bihar then each candidate should start working 

hard relevently.  

The Modi Sarkar should remain away from gurus and babaas.  Because they don’t have 

a good picture before the public. 

Modi Sarkar should choose a party head in every demonstration and put the 

responsibility of the whole on his shoulders because Modi Ji can’t reach every corner of 

the state. 

The party head should go with party workers and hold small Jan - sabha, hear public 

woes and redress them. If such a thing is not accomplished , then Modi’s vijay rath shall 

halt like it did in Delhi. 
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If the party workers had done there work in their constituencies, heard public woes and 

redressed them, then their would have been Modi’s Sarkar in Delhi.  
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How can corruption and scams be reined :- (Suggestion) 

The biggest question arises how to end corruption how to stop scams.  

1. During whichever govt.’s tenure is there a scam or corruption. The head of that 

govt. or party should be immediately arrested. If it is central govt. then the prime 

minister should be apprehended and if it is state govt: then chief minister should be 

apprehended. 

Whatever scam has occurred due to signature of the prime minister or chief minister 

that  amount lost in scam should be recovered along with interest and brought before 

the public. Whether it is the prime minister or chief minister should be set life 

imprisonment.  

2. The minister under who’s ministry scam takes place, the amount in the scam 

should  be recovered from that minister along with interest and should be brought 

before the public also. The minister should get life imprisonment.  

 

3. The officer who does fraud should be made to pay the said amount of scam 

money with interest and should get life imprisonment.  

 

4. There should not be any legal battle in the case of any minister, officer, peon or 

state head  on the other hand simply life imprisonment. Because the meaning of a legal 

battle implies life time security of the minister, leader, officer or peon. The minister or 

leader or officer may die but the court case may not end. 

 

5. If a gram pradhan, Block pramukh or any officer and employee indulges in 

corruption or scam, the apprehended money along with the interest should be 

recovered from him and he should be given life imprisonment.  

 

6. If the scams committed by the previous govts. appear before the public and the 

money is recovered from them, with interest. No public will remain poor. 
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Types of corruption:- 

 

Property in excess of income (it is also a corruption) :-  whatever minister, 

officer, govt. employee or business man found in possession of money and property in 

excess of his income should be recovered from him along with the interest and he 

should get life imprisonment. Every one knows that today’s ministers, leaders, officers 

and govt. employee have income beyond his means, yet no one takes strict action. 

Why? 

 

Today all ministers and officers occupying prominent positions have money in excess of 

their means yet the ruling govt. has nothing to do with the matter because one which is 

in rule would do the same thing which these ministers and officers do. So what is the 

point of proper action? 

When a party goes out of power or forms the opposition, it remembers the fraud and 

scam committed by the  govt. in power. But as soon as party comes into power it forgets 

all the frauds and scams and get involved in scam and fraud. This is the reason why the 

country’s poor man is getting poorer. He is wandering door to door in search a single 

piece of bread. The politician, govt. officials are getting richer. 

The money looted from the poor people is seen donated in the temples, Asharams of 

the Babas by businessman, politician, the guilty and govt. officials.  

The money accumulated through corruption, scams or tax evasions by politician, govt. 

official and business man is donated in the form of very small amount in temple, 

pilgrimages and guru Asharam. Which other wise amount to cross and kilos gold and 

silver.   

 

A businessman and govt. official donates crores  of rupees and several kilos gold and 

silver which is just a small portion of the looted money. It is unimaginable how much 

money, gold and silver would be in possession that businessman, politician and govt. 

official. 
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After independence no govt mode investigation into this donated money nor only 

investigation agency did the same as to from where is this donated money coming from 

and whether this money is being put to any beneficial use or not. 

 

This is a misfortune of our country. A Guru, God, Saint does not need any donation. 

Then why all this.  From where does so much wealth comes and where does it go, one 

does not know. One side there is no means of obtaining education in the country. There 

is no medical means.  There are no means of employment. There is no drinking water 

and not even basic bread, one does not have clothes to cover one’s body. 

 

On one side so much wealth, gold and silver is being donated and is getting accumulated 

because of scams and corruption. 

What kind of tragedy is this.  

How will the dream of Sbka Sath Sabka Vikas be realized?  How will India progress?  I 

have a request to you Modi ji that whatever wealth has been looted due to corruption 

and scams. Whatever black money has been donated in the temples and ashrams or is 

locked in treasuries in the temple and ashrams. If it finds a way to appear before the 

Indians public, then the public of India shall become wealthy and every citizen shall 

become literate and respectable. India shall be most prospers country in the world. 

India shall have so much wealth that it can lend so much wealth to the world bank. 

 

World over there is transaction in US dollar, then the world will forgot the dollar and 

just remember Indian rupee, and will transaction in Indian rupee.  

There will be no unemployment, murders, rapes and thefts in India. 

Then India will emerge as vishwa guru, The question will arise weather Modi govt. shall 

be able to achieve all this. 

I would request to all Indians. That they should come together and help each other in 

making India the vishwa guru.  Today there is Modi govt. , tomorrow there will be some 

other govt. they should help that govt.  

Then only will Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas be realized. Then only shall India progress. Only 

then can the girls saved or can be educated.  
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How to make the country prosperous:- 

There is another way to build the country prosperous and a vishwa guru. 

No states and central govt. need to give anything free to anybody. The capacity of work 

ends. If one gets any thing for free.  The desire to achieve something big and to do 

something new ends. The govt. should provide free education and make it compulsory 

for all. When the country’s each citizen will educated/ literate, then he will definitely 

achieve something new, big and extraordinary.  

Don’t make meals available to ministers almost free of cost. Because of this the desire 

and energy to work ends. He is not able to detect the poverty of the poor. He does not 

see anybody poor.  

Today a minister obtains a meal in mere  rs. 29/- only.  

Whereas, the common man in India shall not get one kg milk in rs. 29 which otherwise 

costs  rs. 48/- per kg, nor shall obtain a kilo of rice which cost Rs 30/- per kg., 

Nor will a poor man get a kilo of atta which cost Rs. 30/- kg. 

Nor will he got a kilo of Daal which cost Rs. 100/- kg. 

Until minister keep getting meals, electricity, water and other necessary facilities at 

almost free prices, then how can they think about the poor man of Indian, because of 

the stomachs of the ministers are full. A labour digs up the road under blazing sun for 

the sake of satisfying his hanger pangs. 

A mother lays her child down for hours under the blazing sun in order lift heavy bricks, 

there after she is able to manage anything. Then also is not she able to get a stomach 

full meals. 

 

Similarly if the supply of free facilities to ministers are stopped and they have to go to 

the market to fetch their own things, then they shall realize that a kilo of milk can’t be 

afforded in rupees 29/- nor Atta, Chawal or Daal. 

 

Then the ministers shall realize what kind of in justice is being meted out to the 

common man on one side, the common poor man is struggling against hunger and on 

the other side ministers are enjoying luxurious meals at the cost of the poor man’s soul. 

What kind of a mal-administration is this? 

How will Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas.. ?? 

How shall India progress …?? 
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How shall the girl child be educated? 

How shall the girl child be saved … ?? 

 

I request to Modi ji that if he really wants to free India from poverty, then he should first 

end this mal – administration. Whether it is a minister or a poor citizen of the country, 

every one should be treated in equal conditions and meted out the same law. It should 

be ensured that nobody should get anything free. 

When there shall be similar kind of law meted out to every body. 

When everyone shall enjoy similar means of filling their stomachs, then there shall be 

“sabka sath sabka vikas” and India shall truly progress.  
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A polite request to every citizen of India :- 

 

I request all Indians that they recognize their own strength and wake up from their sleep 

because govts.  Come and go. There shall be donations offered in ashrams and temples 

similarly. 

 

There shall be similar kinds of frauds. The poor man of the country shall keep shifting 

towards poverty in similar kind of condition. 

The minister shall be enjoying such a free meal, by getting free facilities, shall keep 

making fun of the poverty of the common man of India. 

 

God does not need any money. A true guru does not need money. A minister gets his 

salary, he should not commit fraud. 

Then why this mal- administration? 

All citizen of country would have to think deeply and find out ways by following which 

one can tackle these mal- administrations. When all citizens, officials and ministers shall 

be honest by themselves, then there shall be no poor man, nobody hunger and nobody 

unemployed. There shall be no illiterates in our country. Then there shall be “Sabka Sath 

Sabka Vikas”, when everyone shall have similar means. Then shall every citizen of India 

be respectable,  then India shall be the wealthiest Nation of the world, and India shall be 

recognized as vishwa guru.  
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The biggest reason of corruption and scam:- 

 

Lack of proper educational qualification of a political leader.  

There is a specification of educational qualification right from peon to highest officer 

like IAS. There is an entrance exam and interview for this, but see the irony in India that 

the head of a ministry does not need any specific qualification or entrance exam to 

manage a peon to an IAS officer. 

He does not need any experience and qualification. 

If it is not the misfortune of the country then what is it?  

This is the misfortune of our country that a poor man of the country has to knock door 

to door for a single bread. 

When a person submits his requirement for a job of a peon or sales man in a govt. and 

private sector, he is given a specification of educational qualification and work 

experience. 

But there is no specified educational qualification and work experience for a political 

leader in our country. Why so?? 

 

A soldier who guards inside the country as well as the border need to pass many exams 

like physical, written, as well as interviews. There is no qualification for a minister of a 

country.  This is the misfortune of the country. 

I have a request to Modi ji to employ the above given suggestion in order to free the 

country from corruption.  
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The educational qualification of minister:- 

 

The educational qualification for minister should be such –  

1 Minister:-    Post graduate/Dr./PHD/Engineers, LLB., MBA,LLM 

                                    In relation to the employed division and area of work. 

 

2 Gram pradhan, panchayat pramukh, block pramukh, ward member, mayor should 

be graduate. 

 

3 Only that minister works above an IAS who is at least parallelly qualified to the IAS 

officer or above him.  

 

Only that minister can manage a ministry who has done deep research work related to 

that subject and   ministry. 

Like a cycle repairer cannot repair an aero plane. 

A utensil cleaner cannot iron clothes with perfection. 

A sales man cannot act as a principal of a school.  

 

 

Similarly, A less educated cannot understand the glory of a ministerial past, he cannot 

be honest to words his ministry. He cannot be dedicated to his ministry and country. 

How can a country free itself of corruption?  

If we have to free the country of corruption, then the minister needs to be well - 

educated, honest and dedicated to preserve the glory of India.  

  

Jai Hind Jai Bharat 

Citizen Of India 

Vikas Kaushik 

vikasastro@gmail.com 

+91-9818583509 
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